
Request approval of an agreement with Netsmart Technologies, Inc. to acquire, install, configure, 
implement, maintain, and host a commercially available off-the-shelf, web-enabled, integrated 
clinical, administrative, and financial information system otherwise known as the Integrated 
Behavioral Health Information System and approval of an appropriation adjustment.  

SUBJECT

October 11, 2011

The Honorable Board of Supervisors
County of Los Angeles
383 Kenneth Hahn Hall of Administration
500 West Temple Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012
 
Dear Supervisors:

APPROVE AN AGREEMENT WITH NETSMART TECHNOLOGIES, INC., FOR AN INTEGRATED 
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH INFORMATION SYSTEM AND APPROVAL OF AN APPROPRIATION 

ADJUSTMENT FOR FISCAL YEAR 2011-12
(ALL SUPERVISORIAL DISTRICTS)

(4 VOTES)

CIO RECOMMENDATION: APPROVE (X) APPROVE WITH MODIFICATION ( )
DISAPPROVE ( )

IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT YOUR BOARD:

1. Approve and instruct the Mayor of your Board to sign the Agreement (attached hereto as 
Attachment I) with Netsmart Technologies, Inc. (Netsmart), for the provision of an Integrated 
Behavioral Health Information System (IBHIS or the System).  The Term of the Agreement is 
effective upon Board approval and expires one year following Final System Acceptance (Initial 
Term).  County may extend the Agreement on a year-to-year basis for nine additional, consecutive 
one-year terms (Option Term).  In addition to any Option Terms, the County may exercise the right to 
extend the Term on a month-to-month basis for up to 12 additional months following the expiration of 
any Option Term.  If all such options are exercised, the overall Term of the Agreement will be 
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approximately 11 years. The total Contract Sum (Attachment II) of the IBHIS Agreement is 
$93,316,793, fully funded by Mental Health Services Act (MHSA) and Sales Tax Realignment 
revenues.  The Fiscal Year (FY) 2011-12 estimated cost is $13,097,000.  

2. Delegate authority to the Director of Mental Health, or his designee, to approve and execute 
Change Notices with respect to the Agreement that: (1) exercise extension options; 2) obtain Other 
Professional Services provided the amounts payable under such Change Notices do not exceed the 
available amount of Pool Dollars; and (3) do not otherwise materially affect the scope of work, Term 
of Agreement, Contract Sum, payments, or any term or condition of the Agreement.

3. Delegate authority to the Director of Mental Health, or his designee, to execute future 
amendments to the Agreement which add or change certain terms and conditions as required by 
your Board, subject to review and approval by County Counsel and the Chief Information Officer 
(CIO), and notification to your Board and the Chief Executive Officer (CEO).  

4. Approve the Request for Appropriation Adjustment (Attachment III) for FY 2011-12 in the amount 
of $13,097,000 to provide spending authority for the IBHIS Agreement, fully funded by State MHSA 
revenue. The Appropriation Adjustment transfers $13,097,000 from the Mental Health Services Act 
Fund - Designation for Budgetary Uncertainties to the General Fund Department of Mental Health 
(DMH) - Services and Supplies budget.

PURPOSE/JUSTIFICATION OF RECOMMENDED ACTION

On February 3, 2009, your Board unanimously approved a motion to have IBHIS interface 
effectively, using national standards where and when they are available, with other County 
information systems, such as Enterprise Master Person Index (EMPI) and a Department of Health 
Services (DHS) Electronic Health Record (EHR) system, in order to better coordinate services, 
support care delivery efficiency, and control costs.  Following the release of the Request for 
Proposals (RFP) and vendor selection, the Department negotiated an Agreement with Netsmart to 
provide the County with a fully integrated, state-of-the-art, operationally proven, web-enabled, 
commercially available off-the-shelf (COTS) software system consistent with DMH requirements for 
an IBHIS that will support multiple simultaneous users and interface with several existing and 
planned County information systems.   Netsmart is providing a standards-based information system 
designed with the understanding that the modern healthcare environment requires the ability to 
exchange information reliably and securely with other healthcare organizations.  IBHIS will provide 
clinical, administrative, financial, and data sharing functionality; this is a much broader scope of 
functionality than the simple claims processing capability of the existing Integrated System (IS).

In order to further address the need to effectively share health information across County 
departments, the recommended Agreement includes language that requires Netsmart to offer to 
other County departments with similar or related information systems needs software and/or services 
under the same pricing, terms and conditions as offered under the Agreement.  

Approval of the recommendations will approve an Agreement with Netsmart to provide DMH with an 
IBHIS, as well as ongoing Maintenance and Support Services, Hosting Services, application 
management and other related services.  Delegate authority to the Director of Mental Health, or his 
designee, to exercise the option to extend the Initial Term of the Agreement, execute certain Change 
Notices and amendments to the Agreement, and to execute future amendments to the Agreement 
which add or change certain terms and conditions, subject to the review and approval by County 
Counsel, CIO and notification to your Board and CEO. 
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On April 20, 2011, DMH entered into sole source negotiations with Netsmart for the provision of 
Hosting Services for the IBHIS.  The negotiations concluded successfully, and the Hosting Services 
to be provided by Netsmart for the IBHIS were incorporated into the Agreement and set forth in 
Exhibit D (Service Level Requirements).

Under the recommended Agreement, DMH will have full use of Netsmart’s state-of-the-art, cost 
effective infrastructure to technically support its programs, produce continuing efficiencies, 
streamline processes, and eliminate duplicate efforts.  The ultimate goal of DMH is to migrate to a 
paperless health record environment by obtaining a product that will enable the Department to meet 
the federal and State mandates for an EHR and meet County’s Strategic Plan goal to achieve a 
seamless electronic exchange of selected health and human services data across County providers. 

Implementation of Strategic Plan Goals
The recommended actions support the County’s Strategic Plan Goal 1, Operational Effectiveness 
and Goal 4, Health and Mental Health. 

FISCAL IMPACT/FINANCING

The Contract Sum for this Agreement is $93,316,793 over 11 years beyond system acceptance, as 
detailed in Attachment II, fully funded by MHSA and Sales Tax Realignment revenues.

The Request for Appropriation Adjustment for FY 2011-12 in the amount of $13,097,000 will provide 
spending authority for the IBHIS Agreement.  The first year of the Agreement is fully funded by State 
MHSA revenue.  Funding for future fiscal years will be requested through the annual budget request 
process. The Appropriation Adjustment of $13,097,000 cancels the Designation for Budgetary 
Uncertainties in the MHSA fund and transfers it to Services and Supplies in the General Fund for the 
DMH IBHIS project.
 
Once Final System Acceptance is achieved, IBHIS is expected to cost DMH about $1 million more 
per year than the current environment, but deliver a much broader range of functionality.  The 
additional costs will be included in the annual budget request process.  The broader range of 
functionality available through an EHR will allow DMH to improve the ability to capture revenue for 
services rendered, to avoid costs associated with doing work manually that IBHIS will automate, and 
to reduce risks that can lead to costs resulting from audit exceptions and adverse outcomes.  In 
addition, the demonstration of Meaningful Use of a certified EHR, as provided for in the Health 
Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act (HITECH Act), may create an 
opportunity for DMH to pursue incentive payments estimated at approximately $12 million over six 
years, as well as to avoid Medicare reimbursement penalties associated with the failure to achieve 
Meaningful Use by 2014.  Measures of the impact of IBHIS on DMH revenue, operational efficiency, 
and cost avoidance will not begin to be measureable until about a year after Final System 
Acceptance when full DMH deployment is achieved.  Part of the work of the IBHIS Implementation 
Team, as they redesign DMH procedures, workflow, and documentation to make optimal use of the 
IBHIS software, is to identify the benefits of those changes to DMH and its clients and, where 
possible, define measurable outcomes that will make it possible to determine if the goals of IBHIS 
implementation are being met.  

There is no increase in net County cost associated with the recommended actions.

FACTS AND PROVISIONS/LEGAL REQUIREMENTS
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The MHSA, passed by California voters in November 2004, makes an EHR system an operational 
necessity in order for DMH to meet State-mandated mental health service delivery, data collection, 
and data reporting requirements.  DMH cannot meet MHSA program transformation and reporting 
expectations with its current information system.  DMH must also comply with provisions of the 
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA), California Medi-Cal Uninsured Care 1115 
Waiver (1115 Waiver), numerous State and federal requirements including the HITECH Act under 
the ARRA, and DHS related care-coordination services.  As a result, on November 18, 2009, DMH 
issued an RFP to select a COTS, web-enabled, integrated clinical, administrative, and financial 
information system to replace DMH’s existing legacy mainframe-based Mental Health Management 
Information System (MHMIS) and the web-based "wrapper" of the MHMIS known as the IS for claims 
processing functions.  

Upon the release of a second RFP and the resulting vendor selection, DMH entered into negotiations 
with Netsmart. The independent verification and validation provided by the County’s CIO also 
provided oversight throughout the negotiation process.

Risk Mitigation Measures:  

Netsmart presented to the County a risk mitigation proposal that provides financial assurance to the 
County consistent with their proposal response and which is commercially viable for Netsmart.  The 
County accepted Netsmart’s risk mitigation measures and received concurrence from the CEO Risk 
Management Branch, County Counsel, the County’s CIO, and outside counsel.  As a result of the 
negotiations the parties agreed to the following: 

1.  Holdbacks:  Holdbacks provided in the recommended Agreement include thirty percent (30%) of 
the cost of each invoice submitted with respect to implementation of the IBHIS until County’s Final 
System Acceptance.  This is an extraordinarily high holdback percentage as compared to other 
County Information Technology Agreements.  

2.  Professional Liability/Errors and Omissions:  The Professional Liability/Errors and Omissions 
(E&O) provision under the RFP Sample Agreement required contractor to carry liability coverage in 
the aggregate amount of $3 million.  In its risk mitigation proposal Netsmart provided, through its 
E&O carrier (Chubb Group of Insurance Companies), a special rider to the County up to the sum of 
$8 million as additional assurance of funding in the event of Netsmart’s failure to perform.  County 
was named as an additional insured to the policy.  

3.  Performance Bond:  The RFP Sample Agreement required a contractor to furnish performance 
security (e.g., a Performance Bond) in an amount equal to one hundred percent (100%) of the total 
Contract Sum and maintain it until the expiration of the System Warranty Period.  Netsmart, in its 
proposal, took exception to this provision. As part of the negotiations, Netsmart agreed to withdraw 
its objection to the RFP-specified performance bond in lieu of County’s acceptance of an irrevocable 
Letter of Credit (LOC) in the amount of $1.5 million, which protects the County against Netsmart’s 
insolvency or inability to perform under the recommended Agreement.  DMH, in consultation with the 
CEO Risk Management Branch and outside counsel, has determined the LOC to be acceptable.  
DMH’s agreement not to require Netsmart to provide a performance bond was based on Netsmart’s 
concerns regarding the cost of such performance security in the current financial climate and its 
impact on Netsmart’s cash flow.  Netsmart offered other risk mitigation measures, such as the thirty 
percent (30%) Holdback Amount discussed above, that in the end provides the County with a robust 
risk mitigation package.  
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4.  Limitation of Liability:  Netsmart agreed to adopt the limitation of liability under the recommended 
Agreement for actual or alleged damages limited to an aggregate ceiling of $20.6 million for recovery 
rights, transition related damages and/or loss of use of the System during the entire Term of the 
Agreement.  However, Netsmart will not be liable for any incidental, consequential, punitive or 
exemplary damages, except as specified in the Termination for Default paragraph of the 
recommended Agreement.  The $20.6 million figure represents the approximate cost that the County 
would incur in the event that IBHIS fails to meet the required Specifications as defined pursuant to 
the recommended Agreement.  The County is protected against the System's failure to meet the 
required Specifications because the County maintains holdback rights and is not obligated to pay the 
full amount of the contract price for the System until such time as the County has agreed to Final 
System Acceptance in writing.

5.  Limitation of Liability for Hosting Services:  In addition to the limitation of liability set forth above,  
Netsmart agreed to indemnify the County up to the sum of $3 million in the event of a breach of 
Netsmart's obligations under this Agreement (in which breach was not occasioned by the negligence 
or intentional misconduct of Netsmart) resulting in an unauthorized release of computerized data that 
compromises the security, confidentiality or integrity of personal information maintained by the 
County (hereinafter “Privacy Breach”).  In addition to the County’s right to recover up to $3 million in 
damages, Netsmart has agreed that it will assign all recoveries from insurance policies or legal 
claims asserted by it to the County up to the value of County's actual damages resulting from the 
Privacy Breach.  In the event of a Privacy Breach occasioned by the negligence or intentional 
misconduct of Netsmart, Netsmart's liability to County would be unlimited up to the amount of 
County's actual damages resulting from the Privacy Breach.  Determination of the cause of a Privacy 
Breach will be in County’s reasonable discretion and thereafter Netsmart will have the right to 
dispute such finding subject to the provisions of Paragraph 59 (Dispute Resolution Procedure) of the 
recommended Agreement.  

The recommended Agreement contains certain applicable information technology provisions to 
protect the County in the event of Netsmart’s deficient performance and/or breach of warranties, 
including intellectual property indemnification, assessment of credits against maintenance for 
Netsmart’s failure to correct deficiencies timely, and Termination for Default.  The Department 
believes the language negotiated is commercially reasonable and does not impose an unacceptable 
risk or burden to the County.

The recommended Agreement also contains all of the latest County-required provisions, such as 
Consideration of Hiring GAIN/GROW Program Participants, Contractor Responsibility and 
Debarment, Compliance with Jury Service Program, Safely Surrendered Baby Law, County's Child 
Support Compliance Program, County's Defaulted Property Tax Reduction Program and the 
provisions mandated by the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 and the 
Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act. In addition, Netsmart is 
required to notify the County when the Agreement term is within six months from expiration and 
when it has reached seventy-five percent (75%) of the authorized Contract Sum. 

The recommended Agreement was reviewed and approved as to form by County Counsel.  In 
addition, in accordance with your Board’s policy, outside counsel (Hanson Bridgett, LLP) assisted in 
the negotiations, review, and finalization of the Agreement, and recommends Board approval of the 
Agreement.  

The CIO has reviewed and recommends approval of the actions (CIO Analysis attached).  The CEO 
has been advised of the recommended actions.
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CONTRACTING PROCESS

On September 17, 2008, the initial IBHIS RFP was released.  However, during the evaluation 
process, DMH’s requirements for the IBHIS changed significantly due to changes mandated by the 
State with respect to the way DMH processes contract providers claims for reimbursement and 
payments to contract providers.  Consequently, DMH had to revise the RFP and applicable 
requirements and reissue the RFP.  On March 31, 2009, your Board approved Board Policy No. 
5.054 (Evaluation Methodology for Proposals Policy) establishing the Informed Averaging Method as 
the County of Los Angeles standard for scoring and evaluating competitive solicitations and revising 
Board Policy No. 5.055 (Countywide Services Contract Solicitation Protest Policy) to address vendor 
protest on solicitations related to Board-approved services contracts.  

On November 18, 2009, DMH reissued the IBHIS RFP to solicit proposals from qualified vendors to 
acquire, install, set-up, configure, implement, and maintain a COTS, web-enabled integrated clinical, 
administrative, and financial information system.  The second RFP incorporated the new Board 
policy changes and requirements.  The RFP posted on the Los Angeles County Bid Website and 
DMH’s IBHIS website. In addition, a notice via electronic mail was released to 195 prospective 
Proposers.  Only six (6) proposals were submitted in response to the second IBHIS RFP by the 
solicitation deadline of February 22, 2010.  

In order to maintain objectivity and perform a detailed assessment to ensure a fair and equitable 
evaluation of proposals, DMH developed a comprehensive evaluation process and assembled a 
diverse Evaluation Committee (Committee) comprised of IBHIS Project staff members, Subject 
Matter Experts (SME’s) from various divisions throughout the Department and Internal Services 
Department/Information Technology Services (ISD/ITS).  DMH also worked very closely with County 
Counsel, outside counsel, County’s CIO, and the ISD/ITS Contracting Division throughout all 
evaluation activities to ensure the success of the IBHIS evaluation process.  

The Evaluation Chairperson provided oversight throughout the evaluation process, including 
observation of Proposers’ demonstrations. County’s CIO provided independent verification and 
validation of evaluation and selection activities.  Based on the evaluation by the Committee, 
Netsmart was the highest ranked bidder and demonstrated that it can best meet the needs of the 
Department.  The Department notified your Board on October 4, 2010, of its intent to enter into 
negotiations with Netsmart. 
 
Under the second IBHIS RFP, it was anticipated that the System would be hosted by ISD and 
provide a high degree of reliability and data integrity.  DMH and ISD held extensive discussions 
regarding the hosting environment which would be required to fully support the IBHIS.  As DMH 
gained a better understanding of the resources currently available to ISD to support the high level of 
reliability backed up by a robust business continuity plan required by the IBHIS, concerns increased 
that ISD would not be able to deliver a fully functional hosting solution in time for a reliable start of 
the IBHIS implementation.  The majority of ISD’s expertise lies with hosting administrative systems, 
which is not the same as hosting an EHR system irrespective of the complexity of the administrative 
systems.  The security and privacy requirements, as well as the very high level reliability 
requirements, associated with an EHR system call for a different kind of expertise and a decision 
making process guided by an understanding of the impact of IBHIS on the delivery of healthcare 
services.  In light of the foregoing, DMH, as a matter of due diligence, began exploring alternatives to 
ISD for hosting the IBHIS.  

The County’s evaluation determined that utilizing Netsmart’s Hosting Services will maintain the 
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